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Beyond a Misty Shore

2011-12-08

an unforgettable saga of forbidden love family
relationships secrets and the quest for happiness much
loved author lyn andrews writes a touching and
evocative saga of the aftermath of war in beyond a
misty shore not to be missed by fans of maureen lee and
joan jonker it is 1945 and the war is finally over but
for sisters sophie and maria who have no choice but to
leave their beloved home on the isle of man the
upheaval is just beginning eighteen year old maria is
loath to leave the island as it s there she met hans
bonhoeffer a young austrian interned during the war for
widowed sophie however liverpool offers exciting
opportunities as maria longs for a reunion with hans
sophie is drawn to frank ryan a man who is not free to
be with her will the sisters ever find happiness what
amazon readers are saying about beyond a misty shore
lyn brings her characters to life with a few surprising
twists and turns along the way another excellent book
from this author the aftermath of ww2 and the impact it
had on liverpool were beautifully described the
behaviour and attitudes of the characters were
brilliantly portrayed with a balance of everyday life
mixed with love and hope altogether a smashing book

Return to the Misty Shore

2017-04-15

in the spring of 1885 luba engstrom meets nicholas
matroon against her parents wishes she elopes believing
love will bridge the gap between the civilized world of
juneau and the primitive culture of his small village
will the conflict between her husband s belief in
ancient gods and her faith in jesus christ destroy
their relationship
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Beyond The Misty Shore

2011-10-15

a clever fusion of humor mystery and romance publishers
weekly powerful and uplifting literary times whimsy
serenity and a touch of magic the seascape inn
marketing executive maggie wright and artist t j
macgregor are linked by a mysterious car accident that
killed maggie s cousin carolyn t j s fiancée when
maggie arrives on the maine coast determined to get
answers from t j she discovers a tortured man who is
bound to the seascape inn by supernatural forces
despite the tragedy that stands between them maggie and
t j begin to fall in love seeking answers and a healing
spirit they may never achieve vicki hinze is the award
winning author of 24 novels 4 nonfiction books and
hundreds of articles published in as many as sixty
three countries she is recognized by who s who in the
world as an author and as an educator visit her at
vickihinze com

Beyond the Misty Shore

1996

originally published in 1996 under the author s pen
name victoria barrett

Beyond the Misty Shore

2011-10-01

musaicum books presents to you the jacobite trilogy a
series of historical novels set in scotland during the
jacobite rebellion of 1745 an attempt by charles edward
stuart known as bonnie prince charlie to regain the
british throne for his father the storyline follows
ewen cameron of ardroy a brave highlander and chieftain
the flight of the heron set in scotland during the
jacobite rising of 1745 this is the story of an
unlikely friendship between a young jacobite and
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highland chieftain ewen cameron who follows bonnie
prince charlie in his bid for the throne and a
government army officer the englishman captain keith
windham of the royal scots in the battle of culloden
cameron captures windham after swordfight and takes him
prisoner windham manages to escape but by the prophecy
of cameron s visionary foster father the two men are
about to cross paths five times the gleam in the north
in an unsettling time following jacobite rebellion ewen
cameron is living in scottish highlands by his beloved
loch with his offspring two young boys when his younger
son falls in the cold loch water he gets rescued in the
last minute and falls ill so ewen goes strolling
through hills and moors looking for someone who can
help his boy however king george s redcoats are
patrolling through the highlands assisted by local clan
spies lurking to catch mutineers from the rebellion
ewen gets captured and taken to london to be executed
where he inevitably crosses paths with his old friend
keith windham the dark mile ewen cameron of ardroy
lives in peace with his beloved alison and their two
young boys when they get a visit by ian stewart ewen s
cousin who is being pressured to get married he is not
happy with choices presented to him so he tries to
avoid it but when he meets beautiful olivia campbell
they get romantically involved however their
relationship is not welcomed by their families who have
some unresolved issues dating from the time of the
rebellion

Longman's Magazine

1888

vol for 1958 includes anthology of poems from the
seventeen previously published braithwaite anthologies

Longman's Magazine

1888

the book is a book of poetry most of the poems are
written emotion some of them will make you laugh and
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some will make you cry all of them will make you feel
the content is an anthology of my life

The Jacobite Trilogy: The Flight of
the Heron, The Gleam in the North &
The Dark Mile

2021-05-07

bravery and fortitude are essential for two young
nurses to survive the great war lyn andrews saga
liverpool angels is a haunting and unforgettable tale
of nursing in the battlefields of the first world war
perfect for fans of nadine dorries and maureen lee born
at the turn of the twentieth century mae strickland is
only a few days old when her mother suddenly dies her
aunt maggie brings mae up together with her own
children eddie and alice and the girls become like
sisters in spite of mae s unhappy start life feels full
of promise then as the first world war looms everything
changes while the local men including young eddie leave
to fight mae and alice train as field nurses as they
travel to the front line in the wake of family tragedy
nothing can prepare them for the hardship that lies
ahead yet there is solace to be found amid the wreckage
of the war and for both romance is on the horizon but
it will take great courage for mae and alice to follow
their hearts can love win out in the end what amazon
readers are saying about liverpool angels as in all of
lyn andrews books that i ve read she has a great talent
for weaving emotion into her writing you feel connected
to her characters and get really invested in their
lives and their struggles the research that lyn has put
into this book is wonderful it has so much detail and
depth as if she has experienced this first hand you can
really get deep into the story and feel as if you are
experiencing it with alice and mae well written
believable and emotive
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A Victorian Anthology, 1837-1895

1895

in her nostalgic and heart warming new saga sunday
times bestselling author lyn andrews evokes the ups and
downs of life in the back streets of 1930s liverpool
liverpool world war ii monica eustace and joan mcdonald
met as next door neighbours living in mersey view in
liverpool their friendship is a close as ever though
they re married now and sharing monica s grand house on
the other side of the city but war clouds are gathering
casting a shadow over the happy future they dream of
with their young husbands meanwhile in london joan s
half sister bella is overwhelmed with the glitz and
glamour of the city while she s training as a singer
but will she forget her friends back home as war
descends on merseyside can the women make their back
street dreams reality or will the close knit families
be torn apart praise for sunday times bestselling
author lyn andrews an outstanding storyteller woman s
weekly gutsy a vivid picture of a hard up hard working
community will keep the pages turning daily express a
compelling read woman s own she has a realism that is
almost palpable liverpool echo the catherine cookson of
liverpool northern echo

The Bird-bride

1889

one young woman escapes the shame of her early life on
1880s merseyside only to find that fate has dark plans
for her future lyn andrews maggie may is a powerful and
evocative saga set on the streets of victorian
liverpool perfect for fans of anne baker rosie goodwin
and katie flynn maggie may born into the slums of
liverpool in the 1880s had many difficulties to cope
with a drunken father the early death of her gentle
mother and the grinding poverty of their lives but most
of all she had to endure the shame of her name a name
given to her by her father out of sheer spite the name
of the city s most notorious prostitute taking care of
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her younger brother and desperately trying to live down
her name maggie manages to escape from liverpool to
enjoy an idyllic new life but fate forces her back
again and into the arms of a stranger who is to bring
her both heartbreak and the greatest happiness she will
ever know what readers are saying about maggie may a
truly magnificent book from the very beginning the
characters draw you in i could not put this book down
maggie may is a well written novel it starts very well
and holds your interest as you read further into the
book there are unexpected twists

The Churchman's shilling magazine and
family treasury, conducted by R.H.
Baynes

1878

in her nostalgic and heart warming saga sunday times
bestselling author lyn andrews evokes the ups and downs
of life in the back streets of 1930s liverpool an
outstanding storyteller woman s weekly liverpool 1935
monica and joan copperfield are firm friends monica
dreams of a better life as a hairdresser though her
parents are suspicious of such a glamorous profession
joan has her eye on a job at crawford s biscuit factory
with cheap chocolate biscuits as an irresistible perk
when monica catches the eye of her boss s son she s
flattered but could he ever be serious about a back
street girl meanwhile glaswegian jim is keen on joan
but she s grown up around a bad marriage and is
suspicious of romance yet jim s kindness and sense of
humour are hard to resist shocking secrets lifelong
friendships and the unbreakable spirit of a working
class community facing war are woven irresistibly
together in lyn andrews evocative novel readers are
loving the girls from mersey view what a delightful
story i loved the characters and the setting this is a
story of hope and friendship and i highly recommend
what a delight this book was to read an inspirational
story i loved this book and would recommend it to
anyone
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Anthology of Magazine Verse

1927

this carefully crafted ebook herman melville ultimate
collection is formatted for your ereader with a
functional and detailed table of contents herman
melville 1819 1891 was an american novelist short story
writer and a poet his writing draws on his experience
at sea as a common sailor exploration of literature and
philosophy and engagement in the contradictions of
american society in a period of rapid change novels
typee omoo mardi redburn white jacket moby dick pierre
israel potter the confidence man billy budd sailor
short stories the piazza bartleby the scrivener benito
cereno the lightning rod man the encantadas or
enchanted isles the bell tower the apple tree table
jimmy rose i and my chimney the paradise of bachelors
and the tartarus of maids cock a doodle doo the fiddler
poor man s pudding and rich man s crumbs the happy
failure the gees the two temples daniel orme poetry
collections clarel a poem and pilgrimage in the holy
land battle pieces and aspects of the war timoleon and
other ventures in minor verse weeds and wildings with a
rose or two john marr and other sailors bridgeroom dick
tom deadlight jack roy the haglets the aeolian harp to
the master of the meteor far off shore the man of war
hawk the figure head the good craft snow bird old
counsel the tuft of kelp the maldive shark to ned
crossing the tropics the berg the enviable isles
pebbles poems from mardi we fish invocation dirge
marlena pipe song song of yoomy gold the land of love
other poems essays fragments from a writing desk
etchings of a whaling cruise authentic anecdotes of old
zack mr parkman s tour cooper s new novel a thought on
book binding hawthorne and his mosses criticism herman
melville by virginia woolf herman melville s moby dick
by d h lawrence herman melville s typee and omoo by d h
lawrence
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At the Beautiful Gate

1880

the first of our series of holiday bundles realms of
wonder features fourteen novels of science fiction or
fantasy by various award winning and bestselling
authors for 2 99 you re getting fourteen novels each
the first book in a continuing series containing over 1
15 million words in total and a savings of almost 50 if
each title was purchased separately this bundle is only
available for a limited time so purchase your copy
before it s gone titles included in this collection the
birth of the dread remora by aaron rosenberg book i of
the tales of the scattered earth the parting by david
niall wilson book i of the novels of the o c l t haydn
of mars by al sarrantonio book i of the masters of mars
trilogy city of iron by chet williamson book i of the
searchers series exile by al sarrantonio book one of
the five worlds trilogy blood river down by charles l
grant book i of the quest for the white duck trilogy a
malady of magicks by craig shaw gardner book i of the
ebenezum series symphony by charles l grant book i of
the millennium quartet lost things by melissa scott jo
graham book i of the order of the air the phoenix bells
by kathryn ptacek book i of the land of ten thousand
willows heart of a dragon by david niall wilson book i
of the dechance chronicles no small bills by aaron
rosenberg book i of the adventures of duckbob five
twelfths of heaven by melissa scott book i of the roads
of heaven trilogy the quest of the thirteen by john
defilippis book i of the medallion of mavinor series

The Palace of the King, and Other
Religious Poems

1880

life in the kingdom of mavinor was lived according to
the scrolls until they were attacked by the army of a
neighboring kingdom xamnon every copy of the scrolls
was destroyed in the war despite countless hours of
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labor the task of reproducing them was far from
complete and their society was slowly unraveling in
order to try and save his people from falling into an
age of darkness king onestus whose health is failing
announces that he will assemble a group of thirteen men
to undertake a prophesied quest this quest to return a
sacred medallion to the kingdom will decide his
successor the medallion of mavinor is the story of how
thirteen very different men learn to work together
warriors a scholar a rich man a fisherman thrown
together against nearly impossible odds they face off
against their world magical creatures and one another
on an epic journey into the past and the future of
their world

Even A Man Can Say I Love You

2014-02-03

reproduction of the original the gospel according to st
mark by g a chadwick

An International Poem, in Three Parts
... with Two Short Prose Essays, Etc

1877

norton award finalist yalsa best fiction for young
adults 2016 kirkus reviews best teen books of 2015 book
riot best of 2015 buzzfeed 32 best fantasy novels of
2015 abc best books for young readers los angeles times
summer reading locus recommended reading wasp s job is
simple hunt ghosts and every year she has to fight to
remain archivist desperate and alone she strikes a
bargain with the ghost of a supersoldier she will go
with him on his underworld hunt for the long long ghost
of his partner and in exchange she will find out more
about his pre apocalyptic world than any archivist
before her and there is much to know after all
archivists are marked from birth to do the holy work of
a goddess they re chosen they re special or so they ve
been told for four hundred years archivist wasp fears
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she is not the chosen one that she won t survive the
trip to the underworld that the brutal life she has
escaped might be better than where she is going there
is only one way to find out praise for archivist wasp
archivist wasp is a gorgeous and complex book featuring
a deadly girl who traverses an equally deadly landscape
wasp won me over and she s sure to find fans among
teens and grown ups alike phoebe north author of
starglass a tremendously inventive and smart novel
archivist wasp is like kafka by way of holly black and
shirley jackson but completely original highly
recommended jeff vandermeer author of the southern
reach trilogy a gorgeous disturbing compelling book
with a smart complicated heroine who bestrides her post
apocalyptic world like a bewildered force of nature
reading it was a wild ride and a thoroughly satisfying
one delia sherman author of the freedom maze one of the
most revelatory and sublime books i ve ever read
archivist wasp is a must read for fans of post
apocalyptic fiction kornher stace is a genius and i can
t wait to see what she does next tiffany trent author
of the unnaturalists brutal post apocalypse meets sci
fi techno thriller meets a ghost story for the ages in
this astonishingly original novel from nicole kornher
stace you ve never read anything like archivist wasp
but once you have you ll be clamoring for more mike
allen author of unseaming sharp as a blade and
mythically resonant archivist wasp is a post
apocalyptic ghost story unlike anything else i ve read
trust me you want this book karina sumner smith author
of radiant archivist wasp turns destiny on its head and
it re invents the world you know to do it strong fast
addictive darin bradley author of noise goes off like a
firecracker in the brain the haunted landscape the sure
footed blistering prose and of course the heroine
herself the most excellent archivist wasp kelly link
author of get in trouble praise for nicole kornher
stace in richly textured atmospheric prose kornher
stace delivers a spellbinding tale of deception
betrayal and the darker possibilities of playacting
booklist mesmerizing from the first page and once you
get into its flow a page turner to boot fantasy book
critic absorbing exciting intellectually fascinating
emotionally true and well crafted bobbles and all
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ideomancer

Liverpool Angels

2013-12-05

long before king arthur is born to rule england the
enchanter merlin is caught up in a tangled web of magic
and mayhem treachery truth and heady enchantment seven
centuries have passed since merlin journeyed with jason
and his argonauts to find the golden fleece merlin is
immortal but when he uses the charm that is knit deep
in his bones his body ages and he has no wish to be old
so rather than squander his magic he prefers to rely on
his own intelligence and cunning now the mage finds
himself in alba the island of mists beset by enemies
both dead and otherworldly seeking both the children of
the warlord urtha who have been kidnapped and taken to
ghostland and jason s younger son kinos little dreamer
hidden by his enchantress mother medea in the
otherworld and now merlin must use not just his own
cunning and centuries of knowledge but also the magic
that permeates his body if he is to save his friends
from fates truly worse than death itself

Goodbye, Mersey View

2022-12-08

Maggie May

2010-03-04

The Girls From Mersey View

2020-12-10
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HERMAN MELVILLE Ultimate Collection:
50+ Adventure Classics, Philosophical
Novels & Short Stories

2023-12-11

The Expositor's Bible: The Gospel
According to St. Mark

1883

The Wheelman

1877

evangelical review

2016-05-14

Realms of Wonder

2018-09-20

The Quest of the Thirteen

2015-04-13

The Gospel According to St. Mark

2015-06-30
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Archivist Wasp

1906

The Iron Grail

1891

A Victorian Anthology, 1837-1895

1883

Lancashire Characters and Places

1985

Sketches and Tales

1883

U-Boats Against Canada

1980-07

Waugh's complete works

1893

Cruising World

1866
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Six meditations on the gardens of
Scripture, together with a sermon on
Christianity and archæology

1866

The Globe Edition. With a
Biographical and Critical Memoir by
F. T. Palgrave

1855

Poetical Works ... With a
biographical and critical memoir by
Francis Turner Palgrave. (The Globe
edition.).

1979

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF GEOGRAPHY:

A Concordance to Herman Melville's
Clarel, a Poem and Pilgrimage in the
Holy Land: RH through Z
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